Images of Drug Use

Are often misleading

Often only focus on drugs as the problem – don’t look at the whole person

Are often very negative
These are drug users
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I just went into such a dark place with everything, the drugs, my thoughts, everything. And the more drugs I consumed … the more depressed I became.”
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“I was a kid making a bunch of negative choices based on stereotypes of what I thought a tough young man should be.”

“Growing up to be a man involves taking responsibility. By the time I was 20, I was no longer engaged in any of this stuff.”
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“Cannabis made me fat and depressed.”

“Weed, it’s such a lovely drug. But it doesn't mix well with me at all.”
Lilly Allen
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“I've never had a problem with drugs. I've had problems with the police.”
Kurt Cobain died 1994 (suicide)